
MELODRAMA is an exhibition in two acts taking 
place between Luxembourg & Dayan’s London and 
New York gallery spaces. The show includes seven 
sculptures and a series of photographs that function 
as characters in a melodramatic play. Cloaked under   
commonplace appearances, the works perform dramatic 
attitudes, generate heightened emotions, and pervade 
pathos into the gallery space.

Act I: London. Pino Pascali’s ‘fake sculpture’ Coda di 
Delfino (1966) seems to have already escaped the gal-
lery into the wall leaving nothing more than a trace of 
its tail. Maurizio Cattelan’s Untitled, taxidermied horse 
(2007) follows Pascali’s dolphin with a leap of its own, 
into the opposite wall of the gallery. The plot thickens 
with Fischli & Weiss’s inanimate black rubber Heart 
(1987), which lies still on a pedestal, hidden and over-
looked like a character in one of Beckett’s plays; the 
show, however, must go on. Finally, a series of metic-
ulous photographs by Franco Vimercati from his Ciclo 
Zuppiera (1983) generate, as the saying goes, ‘a storm in 
a tea cup’. These black and white photographs of a soup 
terrine transform a domestic object into a tragic and 
melancholic timeless diva.

M E L O D R A M A
ACT I:  LONDON
Opening recpetion: 23 June 2016 | 5-7pm
24 June – 20 August 2016

Maurizio Cattelan, Untitled, 2007. Taxidermied horse. 300 x 170 x 80 cm. Private Collection. 
Installation view: Maurizio Cattelan, Museum fur Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt, March-December 2007. 

Photo: Axel Schneider. Courtesy: Maurizio Cattelan’s Archive.

Peter Fischli & David Weiss, Heart, 1987. Cast rubber. 10 x 16 x 8.5 cm.
Private Collection. Photo courtesy Luxembourg & Dayan.



In New York from 14 July - 17 September, the scene is set with Vincenzo Gemito’s 19th Century bronze bust 
placed in an unpredictable dialogue with a Jeff Koons cast bronze sculpture. At the same time, Urs Fischer faces 
a work by Richard Serra, each experimenting with weight and balance – a solid grounding facing precarious 
uncertainty. End of Act Two. 

MELODRAMA was conceived in collaboration with curator Francesco Bonami with the aim to examine 
structures of exaggerated narratives and performativity in the medium of sculpture. Following the gallery’s 
recent survey of Alberto Giacometti’s pre-war sculptures in London, and a show of César’s works from the 
1960’s in New York, MELODRAMA is the third exhibition in Luxembourg & Dayan’s season of sculptural 
investigations, a project that traces the blurry line that lies between materiality and imagination in the realm 
of sculpture. 

Pino Pascali, Coda di Delfino, 1966. Painted canvas stretched on wooden structure. 142 x 66 x 87 cm.  
Private Collection. Photo courtesy Luxembourg & Dayan.

“The constraints of mel-

odrama can be a great 

blessing, because they 

demand that all the char-

acters involved - as absurd 

and extreme as they may 

initially seem - must stay 

utterly rooted in their 

own reality, or the whole 

project collapses.” 

Stanley Tucci

Luxembourg & Dayan present curated, museum-quality exhibitions of works by modern and contemporary 
artists across gallery spaces in London and New York. Since opening in 2009, Luxembourg & Dayan has held a 
number of critically-acclaimed exhibitions, ranging from historical surveys of artists, such as Alberto Giacom-
etti, Alberto Burri and Domenico Gnoli, to thematic shows including Shaped Canvas, Revisited and Grisaille. 
The gallery is restaging Jannis Kounellis’s seminal performance piece, Da inventare sul posto (1972) as the cen-
trepiece of their presentation at Art Basel 2016.

Luxembourg & Dayan London is open Tuesday to Friday 11am-5pm and Saturday 12pm-4pm.
For more information please contact: london@luxembourgdayan.com
For press enquiries please contact: gair@picklespr.com or helena@picklespr.com


